Nature tourism in Colombia

Colombia: Nature to be discovered /Pic. jopar

Colombia is the second most diverse country on the planet. Protected ecosystems, where
scientific research or the simple delight of contemplating and experiencing are possible, make
our country an exceptional nature destination.

Geographically, Colombia has five contexts with singular landscape, fauna and flora offers.
These are the Andes, the Caribbean, the Pacific Coast, the Amazon, and the Eastern Plains.

Colombia offers the world a laboratory for the conservation of life. It’s continental waters contain
3,000 species of fish in diverse marine-coastal ecosystems that cover 95% of the continental
platform. We can find among them coral reefs, mangrove forests, coastal and delta lagoons,
phanerogamic prairies, and beach and cliff systems.

An unforgettable adventure for a new reencounter with nature

Colombia’s continental platform includes 53 million hectares of natural forests, 22 million
hectares of savannas, arid zones, wetlands, and snow peaks, and one million hectares of
continental waters. Fourteen percent of the country consists of protected national parks, natural
parks, and sanctuaries.

Information and figures concerning nature in Colombia do not cease to amaze us: we have 20%
of the bird species of the world, 17% of amphibians, 8% of freshwater fish, 8% of reptiles, 16%
of diurnal butterflies, and 10% of mammals.

Colombia is first in the world with
- 1,876 bird species, equivalent to 20% of the world total
- 258 species of palm trees, the highest number in the world
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Colombia is third in the world with
- 2.890 species of vertebrates
- 222 species of saurians

Over and above numbers, nature tourists will find a true source of wonder and amazement for a
reencounter with human essence and tranquility

We recommend...
Natural Parks

In Colombia, you can appreciate a system of National Natural Parks. We invite you to discover
the ecological and cultural diversity of our beautiful country in its entire splendor.
Natural Parks

Birdwatching in Colombia

Did you know that Colombia is the #1 country in the world in terms of bird diversity? Do not miss
this amazing world of multi-colored nature.
Birdwatching in Colombia

Rural Tourism
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If your
rural
Colombia;
idea is
toenjoy
rest,
nothing
the customs
can be
and
better
hospitality
than contact
of our people.
with the countryside. Feel the aroma of
Rural
Tourism
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